This plan can be designed to match herd sizes from 70 to more than 400 head. It can be built with a variety of pen sizes. The holding pens near the squeeze chute provide an excellent location for sick pens. Platform scales can be located near the holding area to weigh incoming and outgoing cattle. For small herds, the corral can be built with as few as two pie-shaped pens, the crowding area, curved working chute, loading chute, and holding pen surrounding the working area.

The corral can be used as a hospital area, receiving facility, backgrounding lot, or combination for smaller feedlots and stock operations. Squeezing area can be constructed under a roof to ensure all-weather usability. The smaller holding pens can be placed in a building to provide environmental protection for sick animals. Feeding bunks can be constructed on the outer fence lines to accommodate delivery from mixer trucks.

The five pie-shaped pens around the perimeter of the sorting alley are capable of holding 350 head of mature cattle. Adding pens to the outer perimeter of the central five pens can increase holding capacity to over 400 head. Pie-shaped holding pens may be ideal for some uses, but additional fencing is required compared to rectangular pens of the same area.

**NOTES**
1. Consult local health and building code authorities before starting construction.
2. Begin construction with placement of crowding gate post. The remainder of working facility is laid out from this point.
3. Place concrete over well-drained, undisturbed soil, tamped soil, or gravel fill. All surface organic matter, manure, trash, and soft soil should be removed.
4. Use 8 x 8, 10 D wire mesh with concrete placed over soft or spongy soil.
5. Slope crowding area floor 1/4" per foot to outside for drainage.
6. Provide a rough concrete finish to ensure stable footing for animals.
7. All sheet steel mounted inside of posts.

*Drawings not to scale*
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